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put into context of  the woeful health and education facilities. But Swenson 
is not tempted to expand this subject to the detriment of  the mountaineering 
stories he tells.

One element of  the book I feel is a strength others may find hard to take. 
Swenson is relentless in his detailed descriptions, totally immersing us in  
the processes of  obtaining permissions, organising transport, managing 
loads and porters, setting up camps, hauling gut-busting loads in deep snow, 
setting up miserable bivys and doing it all over again when bad weather 
forces a retreat. It isn’t exactly a light read but it takes us into the hard  
realities of  expedition climbing. If  it doesn’t sound like much fun, the reality 
is that much of  the time it isn’t. But it is the complete expedition experience, 
succeed or fail, and that is the point. Most of  what truly fulfils life is hard 
work, and the outcome will always be in doubt.

John Porter

The War is in the Mountains
Judith Matloff
Duckworth Overlook, 2017, pp272, £20

Judith Matloff  isn’t a climber, or a hiker, or a moun-
taineer. In the introduction to The War is in the  
Mountains she describes herself  as ‘a plains person 
who suffers from vertigo. I favour coasts with end-
less horizons and the predictability of  pavement 
and elevators.’ That is not to say she hasn’t led an  
adventurous life. Twenty years as foreign correspond-
ent for Reuters and the Christian Science Monitor has 
seen to that. Journalism has taken her to some of   
the world’s most intractable conflicts, spanning five 
continents and 39 countries, requiring boots and 

tablets for altitude sickness as well as a notepad and pen. ‘The thin air of  
Kashmir became even harder to breathe when mixed with riot tear gas,’  
she writes. ‘I cancelled a trip to Peru after Sendero Luminoso thugs from  
the mountains kidnapped a colleague.’

Her first book, Fragments of  a Forgotten War, a damning account of  Angola’s  
slide into civil war in 1992, was based on first-hand reporting and let’s be 
honest, Angola at that time wasn’t a place for the faint hearted. In this new 
book she reflects on her most appalling memory from Africa ‘of  a church in 
Rwanda that had been desecrated by dozens of  skulls of  genocide victims. 
Just beyond it lay emerald green hills, tightly terraced because there wasn’t 
enough arable soil for all the farmers.’

When she eventually moved back to New York she bought a run-down 
brownstone in West Harlem, a former crack den in a street run by drug  
dealers, in one of  the biggest drug zones in the US. The process of  redevel-
oping the house became her second book Home Girl: Building a Dream House 
on a Lawless Block. I think it’s safe to assume that Matloff  has a relationship 

with adrenaline to match any mountaineer.
She was at home playing Risk, the board game of  world domination, 

with her son when he raised the question of  where conflict was actually 
taking place in the world. She rolled out a map and pointed various places 
out to him. On noting the altitude key he pointed out that most occur in 
mountains. ‘Why?’

Matloff ’s efforts to answer her son’s question took her to many of  the 
world’s least hospitable environments, where ‘the obdurate terrain is 
matched only by the obstinacy of  its inhabitants.’ She visits eight locations  
across nine chapters and the complexity of  the conflicts escalates as the 
chapters pass. First off  is the intimate matter of  Albania’s blood feuds 
that have been going on for centuries, and explore the social obligation to  
commit murder in order to salvage honour brought into question by an 
earlier murder or humiliation. If  a male member of  your family is due to 
have to ‘pay’ then they’ll remain hidden. ‘These days, men on the run often 
enjoy the creature comforts of  modern homes, but the psychological stress 
remains constant. An estimated 6,000 Albanian males, including 650 chil-
dren, were stuck at home.’

Next up is Mexico’s southern mountains where local lives are hampered 
by landslides and narcotics traffickers, then it’s a forlorn army outpost  
in Colombia in a mountain range that has seen half  a century’s worth 
of  fight ing. ‘Since WW2, the average guerrilla insurgency has lasted ten 
years. That’s forty years less than the FARC’s.’ The ins and outs of  the con-
flict are explored and Matloff  pays a visit to the region to obtain a greater  
understanding of  the issues, meeting various characters en route, some  
deliberately, some not:

Suddenly a man appeared from the trees beyond, a jittery gargoyle who ran 
towards me and grabbed my sleeve. He wore the plastic sandals of  peasants and 
a sneer. FARC, I thought. He wants to kidnap me. Gonzalez backed away, 
and darted across the bridge to the car, waving vigorously for me to follow …  
I shook my arm and galloped toward the vehicle.

This reportage is the great strength of  the book; it’s not an academic  
study of  every conflict on a hillside but a carefully chosen selection of   
issues that reflect the problems faced by those that live at altitude across the  
globe, and each area is visited to balance the research with boots-on-the-
ground analysis.

Next up is Nepal, and the conflict over water and the damning of  valleys 
to power India’s industrial might.

‘Is that …’ I asked Deepak under my breath
‘Hashish,’ he answered quietly.
‘Five hundred dollars a kilo!’ Ganesh marveled. ‘We started cultivating this 

year. Grows beautifully in the mountain climate. We’re saving the profits in 
case the dam displaces us.’
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And then to the north Caucasus range whose fragmented clan society 
nurtured Islamic jihad. Matloff ’s light touch and humour keeps you riveted 
to the analysis as she describes being constantly followed by the security 
police with Beatles haircuts. Eventually ‘The Beatles’ haul her in.

The men commandeered our taxi and marched us at gunpoint into the 
dreaded ‘Department Six’ anti-terrorism headquarters. We were taken into  
an interrogation room whose sign above the door read, ‘For the Wanted’.  
A particularly aggressive soldier barked that we’d never get out.

Evidently he hadn’t counted on the wit of  a seasoned conflict journal-
ist whose charm resulted in one of  her interrogators quoting Pushkin and  
exchanging business cards before releasing her. We then head to Kashmir 
and the dreadful psychological effects of  that conflict on its people, as Mat-
loff  spends time in a Srinagar clinic. ‘I intended to observe the psychic cost 
of  repressed and denied autonomy. But I hadn’t adequately prepared myself  
for such an unfathomable degree of  crisis.’ This from a veteran of  Angola’s 
brutal civil war.

Matloff  visits the US Mountain Warfare School in Jericho, Vermont, and 
NATO’s Arctic training facilities in Norway before, as it draws to a close, 
heading to the playground of  Europe: Switzerland. There she begins to look 
for answers and solutions, can Cantonment lead to contentment? After a 
short civil war in 1847 the Swiss realised they had to transcend the infight-
ing amongst their religious and linguistic factions to avoid being swallowed 
up by the neighbours.

Many of  the issues in this book are under most people’s radar, but that 
doesn’t make them less worthy of  our attention, particularly if  mountains 
are our playgrounds. There are a myriad of  books to be found that spin 
yarns of  derring-do, that inspire or enlighten us in some way or another. 
What The War is in the Mountains does is illustrate that all is not well in our 
playground, and that there is more to mountain literature than coffee-table 
gloss. Judging by Judith Matloff ’s boldness, adept dealings with objective 
danger, and handling of  high-pressure moments, if  she was a mountaineer 
she’d probably have a golden ice axe. As it is she has a very good book to 
her name.

Henry Iddon
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In Distant Snows: A Mountaineer’s Odyssey Harding recalls his life-time’s  
travels, climbs and adventures in, on and through the mountains. From  
Scotland to Tasmania, Jotenheim to Rwenzori, the Pyrenees to Bhutan, 
Harding has covered over half  the globe during his 60-plus years of  moun-
taineering. His obvious love of  the mountains, combined with a perceptive 

and sympathetic description of  landscape, people  
and action, serve to effortlessly transport the read-
er of  this book to the ‘distant snows’. It is packed 
with adventures exciting, amusing and informative.  
Harding writes with honesty, his achievements often 
hard won and valued regardless of  the difficulty or 
conditions. His partners have a prominent part in 
his stories, highlighting the important role of  com-
panions in influencing both the experience and the 
outcome.

The book starts with Harding, a student at Cam-
bridge, being invited to join the Cambridge North 
Persian Expedition to the Elburz. This proved to be 
a baptism of  fire into the logistical, social and politi-

cal complexities of  mountaineering known only too well to those who climb 
outside the confines of  the western world. With these early exploits involving 
such unlikely figures as Colonel Katchpiss and his ‘mythical peaks’, Hard-
ing’s much needed sense of  humour is apparent from the beginning.

From 1959, as a political officer and administrator in Aden, Yemen, Har-
ding was able to use his periods of  leave to explore Mount Kenya and the 
mountain ranges of  Greece, Turkey and Rwenzori. Most were revisited, 
many as ski mountaineering destinations. Insights into the politics of  the 
times enrich his accounts, and I particularly enjoyed the passages on Mount 
Kenya, empathising with the capriciousness of  the weather and the prob-
lems of  navigating some of  the routes.

Harding’s willingness to climb at times with relative novices and people 
unknown to him reflects his generosity of  spirit and a genuine enjoyment 
of  being in the mountains, rather than the self-obsession that motivates 
some hard-driven mountaineers. On occasions he recalls the way just about 
everything can, and does, go wrong. Most times this leads to discomfort, 
an exchange of  harsh words and an amusing tale to tell after the event. 
Once such episode was on a visit to the Snowys, Australia. On a portentous 
Friday the 13th, in 1970, he and Terry Birtles went to climb the Townsend 
Spur. Although they had never climbed together before, Harding believed 
himself  to be with a knowledgeable and competent companion.

However, after bushwhacking for miles and wading through an ice-cold 
river Geehi getting nowhere very fast, the pair realised they had no option 
other than to retreat. On the return journey the river had swelled even  
further making the crossing treacherous; a flagging Birtles was almost swept 
away. Sitting down on the bank to rest, he then got bitten by soldier ants.  
As he leapt up in protest, he trod on a venomous snake, slipped and sprained 
his ankle, dropping his expensive sleeping bag down the mountainside in 
the process. The night was spent in the car removing leeches from various 
body parts. Unlucky or what?

Fortunately such failures were rare; thrills were not. In New Zealand he 
recounts an ascent of  Mount Aspiring, using a guide for the first time. On the 


